
PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS
Do not submit a manuscript which is being considered for publication elsewhere.

ABsTRACT-An informative abstract must accompany each manuscript except for reviews and short paleon
tological or taxonomic notes. Include all new taxonomic names.

GENERAL
THE eRE Style ~Manual distributed by the Council of Biology Editors, Inc., 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
MD 20814, is recommended as a useful guide in the preparation of manuscripts, but where there is a conflict,
recent Journal style will prevail. Manuscripts must be in letter quality type, with double spacing throughout
text, tables, figure and plate descriptions, and references. All copy must have ample margins and be on
21.5 x 28 cm (8 112 x 11 in.) standard weight paper. Submit three copies. Xerox or comparable copies are
acceptable except for half-tone illustrations, which must be photographically reproduced. Authors are required
to state all measurements in metric. The manuscript should begin with a title, names ofauthors, and affiliation
of authors on the first page leaving 3-4 in. of blank space above title. For additional information on format,
see the article by Hoare and Steinker (1987).

TEXT
Headings.- The style of headings used in the Journal is illustrated by the format of this guide. Two grades

of headings are sufficient for most journal articles. Primary headings are centered and typed in all capital
letters. Secondary headings are indented, italicized, and followed by a period and two hyphens. The heading
for the abstract is not indented, is capitalized throughout, and is followed by two hyphens. Do not end
manuscript lines with hyphens.

Systelnatics. - The typical format for arrangement of systematic paleontology can be learned from current
issues of the Journal. All descriptions of new taxa must be accompanied by a diagnosis, an indication of
type specimens and depository, stratigraphic and geographic data, and specific reference to illustrations of
the taxon. Particularly note the format, punctuation, and capitalization conventions used in the synonymy.

ILLUSTRATIONS
f'igures. - All illustrations, including maps, geologic sections, and half-tone illustrations (including Hplates")

are called figures and must be numbered in the same sequence as their first reference in the text. Citations
for the illustrations in the text shall be spelled out in full (e.g., Figure 3 or Figure 3.1).

Captions for figures are to be typed on separate sheets of paper and are identified as follows: FIGURE 1-.
Separate illustrations on a figure are identified by numbers.

Copy for figures must be at full page size of 18.3 x 23.3 cm, or at double column width of 18.3 em, or at
single column width of 9.0 cm and, in the case of line drawings, may be either the original or a glossy print.
All half-tone illustrations MUST be submitted at publication size, as original photographs mounted on stout,
pre.ferably white, cardboard, 21.5 x 28 cm. A photograph of a montage is not acceptable.

Fossil photographic subjects must be illuminated from the upper left side. Each separate illustration included
in a figure will be identified by a NUMERAL. The two additional review copies of all half-tone illustrations
must be photographic prints at publication size.

All line drawings must be submitted at publication size and may be originals or crisp glossy reproductions
mounted on white cardboard. Pay particular attention to lettering and line size, following instructions by
Collinson (1962). Typewritten lettering is unacceptable; press-on lettering is acceptable, but tends to break
off the original, and care must be taken to assure that it is properly and securely mounted. The two additional
review copies of line-drawing illustrations may be Xerox or comparable copies.

REFERENCES
Reference to recent Journal articles will provide information on style. Entries are listed alphabetically. The

names of authors will be typed in all capital letters. No abbreviations will be used in article and book titles.
Journal titles are written out, not abbreviated.
COLLINSON, C. 1962. Size of lettering for text-figures. Journal of Paleontology, 36:1402-1403.
HOARE, R. H., AND D. C. STEINKER. 1987. Format for submittal of manuscripts to the Journal ofPaleon

tology. Journal of Paleontology, 61:1289-1295.
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PALEONTOLOGICAL SOCIETY SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

The Paleontological Society publishes two series of topical publications. Short Course Notes
are published each year in association with the Society's annual short course, held with the
Annual Meeting of the Geological Society of America. The Special Publications series in
cludes the proceedings of symposia and other events sponsored by the Society.

Short Courses Notes:
Echinoderms-edited by T.W. Broadhead and J.A. Waters (1980),235 p., $12.
Lophophorates-organized by J.T. Dutro, Jr., and R.S. Boardman (1981),253 p., $12.
Foraminifera-organized by M.A. Buzas and B.K. Sen Gupta (1-982),219 p., $12.
Sponges and Spongiomorphs-organized by J.K. Rigby and C.W. Steam (1983),220 p., $12.
Mammals-organized by P.O. Gingerich and C.E. Badgley (1984),234 p., $12.
Mollusks-organized by D.J. Bottjer, C.S. Hickman, and P.O. Ward (1985), 308 p., $12.
Land Plants-organized by R.A. Gastaldo (1986), 226 p., $12.
Fossil Prokaryotes and Protists-organized by J.H. Lipps (1987),303 p., $12.
Molecular Evolution and the Fossil Record-organized by Bruce Runnegar and J.W. Schopf (1988),

167 p., $12.
The Age of Dinosaurs-organized by Kevin Padian and Daniel J. Chure (1989),210 p., $15.
Arthropod Paleobiology-organized by D.L. Mikulic (1990),312 p., $15.

Special Publications:
Volume 1: The Evolution-Creation Controversy: Perspectives on Religion, Science, and Education

A Handbook. Organized by R.A. Gastaldo and W.F. Tanner (1984), 154 p., $6.50.
Volume 2: Paleoecology and Taphonomy of Pleistocene to Recent Intertidal Deposits, Gulf of Cali

fornia. K. W. Flessa (ed.) (1987), 240 p., $12.50.
Volume 3: Methods and Applications of Plant Paleoecology. W.A. DiMichele and S.L. Wing (eds.)

(1988),171 p., $12.50.
Volume 4: Paleotechniques. R.M. Feldmann~ R.E. Chapman, and J.T. Hannibal (eds.) (1989),358 p.,

$20.00.
Volume 5: Paleocommunity Temporal Dynamics: The Long-term Development of Multispecies As

semblies. W. Miller, III (ed.) (1990),421 p., $20.00.

All publications are available by mail order from:
The Paleontological Society

% Department of Geological Sciences
University of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1410
U.S.A.

A check or institutional purchase order must accompany the order. Payment is to be made
in $US to The Paleontological Society. Orders will be shipped 4th class mail; overseas orders
should add $1.50 US for surface mail.

(NOTE: Communications about the JOURNAL should be addressed to: JOURNAL OF
PALEONTOLOGY Subscriptions Office, 1261 Trumansburg Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.)
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